INTRODUCTION

Chrononutrition (chrono=related to time) means interaction between eating patterns throughout the day and their metabolic effect on human health. Meal timing, frequency, and regularity of food intake interact with biological rhythms throughout the day. Several factors influence both the eating habits and biological rhythms that can increase the chances of metabolic diseases such as cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, obesity, depression, etc. [1]. Biological rhythms are also known as circadian rhythms (circa=about, dian=day). It involves metabolic, behavioral, and physiological cycle that is essential for daily life. It is controlled by various molecular oscillators known as “clock genes” in the suprachiasmatic nuclei of the hypothalamus and in metabolically active tissue and organs [2]. This cycle has a length of 24 hours which is genetically determined and regulated via daylight [3,4]. Molecular mechanism is a transcriptional-translational feedback loop, which is autoregulated. This means that transcription of clock genes is regulated by their protein products [5,6]. Due to modernization, increased work hours and exposure to artificial lights have disturbed the circadian system because light is the major cue for synchrony. Disturbances in the sleep/wake pattern can impact glucocorticoids and melatonin, leading to conditions such as depression, mood disorders, insomnia, and generalized anxiety [7]. Circadian rhythm and food intake behavior are recognized and hold importance. Energy intake and distribution throughout the day is not entirely known and multiple issues related to it [8]. Moreover, taking 4–5 meals in a day that are nutrient-rich is better than 3 major meals. In this way, a person will achieve their daily need for different food groups [4]. Food and nutrition synchronize circadian clocks. Different foods, time, and frequency of consumption optimize body block and explain eating habits of a person [9]. Energy expenditure, body temperature, and metabolism levels exhibit diurnal variations. Metabolism is affected by the circadian oscillators present in hormonal tissues [10,11]. Research has shown that sleep cycle and meal patterns have been...
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The improved dietary pattern with circadian rhythm has been helpful [31]. To improve health, one has to reduce the eating window. A reduction in the eating window from 12–14 hours to 8–10 hours has shown potential health benefits in individuals with obesity and any metabolic disease.

Time-restricted feeding (TRF) focuses on the time window that is best for food intake. TRF promotes the regulation of the circadian rhythm of food intake which protects against many metabolic disorders that are caused by unbalanced and adverse nutrient intake [32]. The coordination between the circadian clock and nutrient sensing pathways regulates metabolic health by feeding and fasting cycle [33]. A study suggests that implementing TRF by providing food every 3 hours within a 12-hour eating window is significantly more beneficial than allowing free access to food over the same 12-hour period [34]. Eating at an inappropriate time can disturb the body's hormones and can cause a visible imbalance in them. A systemic review of five general databases and six nutrition journals was assessed to detect all the studies published between 2014 to 2016 to evaluate the effects of TRF on the human population. Their objective was to identify if TRF could become a dietary approach to improve health concerns. TRF differs from other dietary interventions and produces beneficial effects on health markers. This suggests that not only the quantity and quality of food but also the timing of food intake affects metabolic health. Also, this approach has been beneficial in animal models, especially rodents [35]. It shows that meal timing and amount both are linked to one another, thereby providing advantageous effects on the gut and overall health.

The circadian rhythm of young adults is disturbed since they have an irregular eating pattern and timing which affects their overall health. Currently, it bringing in major health issues since students do not follow a routine or stay on track to maintain a diet around the clock. The energy distribution in food is not calculated properly. Therefore, they face diseases that alter their daily routine tasks. Also, it disturbs their weight, academic performance, and further capacity to maintain healthy eating habits. Disturbed eating cycles can negatively influence health which causes weight gain or loss without trying. Previously, there was no authentic tool that was developed to directly assess meal intake concerning time. The questionnaire was first developed in 2020 and research is being conducted to check its validation and reliability. Eating pattern affects an individual's weight which further determines the risk of other complications associated with it. In a study of the general population, researchers linked circadian rhythm with body weight and energy balance and concluded that circadian misalignment is a risk factor for obesity. Shift workers and those with jet lag result in later meal pattern consumption which is unfavorable times of energy and macronutrient metabolism [36,37].

Timing of any meal of the day greatly influences the risk of obesity and metabolism. In a review of multiple studies, the timing of food intake is an external synchronizer and plays an important role in obesity and weight loss programs.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Circadian rhythm and metabolism

Chrononutrition is the study of the interaction between nutritional and biological rhythms that affect the health of an individual. It presents the energy distribution in humans, along with frequency, regularity, and duration of meal consumption period [24]. Chrononutrition or the food intake according to circadian rhythm is currently a topic of study since it has a relation with health [25]. This discussion first came into being in 1999 when the influence of meal timing and energy distribution was first discussed. The circadian rhythm is a natural process of regulating the sleep and wake cycle every 24 hours. The daily biological rhythms, synchronizing physiology, and behavior are supervised by the circadian timing system. Nutrition intake plays a major role in the regulation of circadian rhythm. Chrononutrition not only takes account into healthy well-being but also helps in improving metabolic and chronic diseases [1,26]. The interaction between eating patterns and the sleep-wake cycle shows how healthy a lifestyle one has [27]. Moreover, treating diseases through this approach has been in consideration for a long time now. Metabolic diseases are more than common in almost every population. Obesity and diabetes mellitus type 2 (DMT2) are leading health concerns around the globe [28,29]. This dietary intervention has been used to treat many diseases. Obesity and DMT2 are of them [23]. Risk of cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) can be controlled by managing the biological clock and food intake as per the researchers' conclusion [30]. A study was conducted on mice and then applied to humans. The results showed improved cardiometabolic biomarkers which were related to reduced risk of obesity and DMT2.
Insufficient sleep, disturbed meal pattern and its impact on body weight

Sleep has a profound effect on the body weight. Insufficient sleep and circadian rhythm misalignment are very common. Insufficient sleep is defined as sleep less than 5–6 hours per day. It can also be due to an imbalance in hormones that play a role in hunger and satiety hormone levels. People of different chronotypes (morning and evening) have different body types. These can either be inherited or due to irregular eating patterns for a long time. The sex of an individual also holds importance in determining an individual’s chronotype. Prevalence of evening chronotype is more common in men rather than in women. On the other hand, women who have children have morning chronotypes [38]. An individual skipping breakfast leads to obesity and delayed consumption of lunch hinders weight loss mostly in the ones with genetic variation in perilipin. Also, it has a deleterious effect on the diversity and composition of the gut. Also, the risk of obesity increases five times in individuals who consume food 2 hours before bedtime (evening chronotype) [39]. Another research concluded that sleep deprivation, artificial lightening, and work during night hours play a crucial role in obesity development. Also, the relation between circadian rhythm and gut microbiome, and endocrine chemicals lead to weight gain and metabolic disorders that are associated with it [40]. The research was conducted on mice to prove that desynchrony in circadian rhythm promotes weight gain and alters glucose homeostasis. They used mice with genetically ablated clock functions under different light and feeding conditions and studied their glucose and metabolic homeostasis. This discloses the importance of synchronized eating with the clock to maintain metabolic homeostasis [41].

Obesity is a growing problem and is considered an increasing global pandemic and a consequence of the imbalance between energy consumption and utilization [42]. Experts predicted that the prevalence of individuals with obesity will be 50% by 2030 [43]. In 2021, researchers from Italy conducted a study on energy balance and control of body weight. Body weight is maintained if there is a dynamic process in which energy consumption is equal to energy expenditure. If the balance is disturbed due to meal timing and circadian rhythm, it leads to weight gain. This study concluded that higher calorie food consumption in the morning reduces the susceptibility to weight gain than food consumption in the later evening. The alignment and balance between meals and sleep timing can become an important factor in controlling weight gain. Moreover, this strategy can be used with any dietary intervention which would assure weight loss and reduce positive energy balance [44]. A study showed that individuals who took a high-fat diet 1.1 hours before melatonin onset had more body fat than the ones who were lean [40]. It alters a person’s mind, influences body weight, and alertness, and hinders daily activities due to disturbed routines. Furthermore, insufficient sleep is associated with a 38% increase in obesity as compared with regular sleep [42]. They can be due to modern work patterns, disturbing substances, screen time, and stress. These all are eventually metabolic stressors. These stressors are around everyone now hence students are highly attracted to and affected by them. Research published in 2022 indicates that insufficient sleep leads to the burning of approximately 100 kcal/day, while also showing an increase of around 250 kcal/day [42]. Therefore, circadian misalignment increases the risk of obesity since it reduces energy expenditure in 24 hours. Weight loss can be vigorous if the TRF approach is used.

In a study of 2021, a chrononutrition weight reduction program recruited 91 obese individuals who were non-shift workers, which carried for 12 weeks. They were provided with proper and counted energy, protein, and fat intake. The weight loss outcome was satisfactory since it was 3% of the total body weight [45]. Therefore, improving weight loss through managing food intake with your biological clock tends to have a higher influence on an individual than eating without restricting any part of the day. Chrononutrition is of help in these scenarios. Over the past years, the urban population has increased. The majority of families have turned their way to urbanization due to the facilities they get. But with facilities and luxuries, many disturbances come together and alter the way of living [46]. There is an indisputable link between circadian rhythm and human health. A nutritional regime that follows our biological clock influences metabolism and nutrient consumption. The timing, frequency, and regularity are the main components of chrononutrition. An irregular sleep pattern leads to irregular meal consumption. Later time meal consumption can cause adiposity, DMT2, and CVDs [3].

In urban regions, people have chosen calorie-dense food mostly in the evening times either to fill hunger or cravings. This has become a cause of many diseases. In a study, women were associated with poor sleep due to food choices like fast food consumption and food higher in fats [46]. Therefore, energy intake along with dietary composition prevents circadian desynchrony and helps improve metabolic risks [47]. An individual’s metabolism is affected by the nutritional composition of any food they eat. Eating calorie-dense food in the morning is considered healthier since it provides energy for everyday activity. When an individual opts big meal at night, the body does not metabolize it completely since there would be no activity later. Not only does it influence your sleep and body shape but your gut microbiota is disturbed. Also, your mind does not work properly the next day due to poor sleep. Studies have proven that glucose tolerance is higher in the morning and exhibits better insulin secretion than at night. Therefore, the meal consumed at night impairs glucose tolerance and makes an individual insulin-sensitive. Another study observed that insulin sensitivity was impaired by 34% in the evening as compared to the morning after an intravenous glucose tolerance test was done in normal-weight participants [48].

Frequency and regularity in these patterns can cause permanent damage to many of the above areas. Weight reduction programs have improved the lifestyle of many people including proper meals with nutrients, meal timing, night eating syndrome scores, and sleep patterns. They have reported feeling much better after waking up. Therefore, chrononutrition is shaping people’s life-
styles and quality of life [18]. In Pakistan, currently no evidence explains how the poor lifestyle of students is modifying their way of living. They are living by consuming an unbalanced diet and without any particular time of the day. According to World Health Organization, Pakistan is at the top of the list of diabetes. This can be corrected by using the TRF approach before they are diagnosed diabetic with proper tools, monitoring their diet, and recommending physical activity. Current studies suggest that timing of meals, frequency of meals, skipping meals, and fasting are linked to metabolic syndrome. Eating regularly and in the morning has a protective effect on metabolic syndrome whereas skipping breakfast and eating one meal per day harms adults causing them to be at a risk of metabolic syndrome [49]. A prospective study has suggested high disease risk in individuals who consume >6 meals per day. Other than this, it is important to consider breakfast eating, distribution of total calories per day, and night-time eating. Also fasting period between the meals is an important factor to note. Alteration in meal frequency and timings exerts positive or negative effects on individuals. Breakfast intake, the meal consumed majorly in the daytime, and less meal frequency have shown improved physiological benefits and are vital for optimal health [50]. A study has shown the effects of breakfast skipping, late lunch, and late dinner. They concluded that breakfast at 09:00 h is beneficial for health. The ones, who skip it, face difficulty in compensating their calories in the day. Also, they have a higher intake of fat and energy whereas they have a low intake of foods that contain vitamins and minerals. Lunches in the later afternoon, after 15:00 h, hinders weight loss and leads to overweight/obesity [51]. Dinner consumed before 21:00 h is advantageous for health since glucose tolerance is higher. Hence if these patterns are being followed by individuals, they are definitely in a safe zone (Figure 1) [39].

A study done on middle-aged to older age adults suggested that individuals who had a majority number of meals in the morning after waking up and fewer meals close to bedtime had lower body mass index (BMI) but different chronotypes had different results. Furthermore, the consumption of time of carbohydrate and protein-rich meals is directly associated with obesity [52]. Also, eating or drinking long before bedtime reduces the chances of long or short sleep duration [53]. Nutrition and sleep have a very old relationship. Health is negatively influenced by late-night eating patterns. Dietary intake plays a significant role in sleep quality and sleep wellness. Indeed, some of the nutritional components have proven to be effective during experiments. Nutrition can easily affect hormones and inflammatory markers that can eventually lead to disruption in normal sleep rhythm. Major nutrients like carbohydrates, proteins, fats, and vitamins play a major role in sleep and sleep disorders.

Researchers concluded that consuming a high carbohydrate diet that is high glycemic index (GI) meals 4 hours before sleep has shortened the sleep onset latency in comparison with individuals who consumed low GI meals. Another study concluded that low GI meals cause difficulty in sleep. It happens due to the alteration in the ratio of tryptophan and other amino acids. In the case
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**Figure 1.** Meal skipping and intake according to the clock and its effects (positive and negative). Adapted from Lopez-Minguez et al. Nutrients 2019;11:2624, under the terms of Creative Commons License (CC-BY) [39].
of lipids, researchers concluded that intake of foods high in saturated fat during the day caused a shortening in the duration of slow-wave sleep but caused arousal at night. Studies have suggested that a diet that is low in omega-3 disturbs nocturnal sleep by affecting melatonin rhythm and functions of the circadian clock. On the other hand, a report suggested that the intake of fish supplements causes a disturbance in sleep [54]. Insufficient consumption of protein can affect sleep quality and too much protein consumption can lead to difficulty in sleep maintenance [55]. Short sleep influences BMI. Therefore, it is mandatory to maintain a regular sleep cycle [56]. Short sleep duration and poor sleep quality are linked to obesity. One reason is poor diet quality. Diet quality indices are lower in people who sleep <6 hours per day in comparison with the ones who sleep for a long time. Moreover, women are more prone to obesity due to poor sleep quality. It can be explained by differences in leptin and other hormone metabolites that vary in genders and are involved in the sleep-wake cycle along with food intake behavior [57].

Disturbed sleeping patterns can cause irregular eating patterns which include snacking despite the intake of regular meals. Also, the snacking pattern is usually on foods that are high in carbohydrates and fats. This pattern dysregulates the neuroendocrine appetite control system [58]. Sleep quality influences mental health. Not only people can process thoughts better but this allows them to focus on their other activities; such as improvement in academic performance [59]. Sleep quality is drastically affected by snacking patterns at night. A study showed that sleep was reduced by 122 minutes every night with a total bedtime of 5.5 hours. Snacking negatively influenced sleep. An increase in snacking behavior led to sleep restriction. The food consumed was high in carbohydrates and was in the period of 19:00 h to 07:00 h. This pattern allows individuals to consume a major portion of their energy from snacks rather than meals [60]. A randomized control trial on women was done who were regular breakfast eaters. They were made to skip breakfast to study its effects. Breakfast skipping in regular eaters showed high insulin levels and free fatty acids. Also, they had higher pre-lunch hunger and low pre-lunch satiety [61]. This showed that disturbances in sleep habits and meal consumption were not only prevalent but also it was unsafe for individuals.

Influence of low sleep duration on the body’s physiology

A sleep of 7–8 hours is recommended for everyone and a sleep <7 hours can be detrimental to health. A study was conducted to find an association between sleep duration and metabolic syndrome. The researchers concluded that shorter sleep duration is associated with a higher risk of metabolic syndrome and women are prone to this risk more than men [62]. For long sleep duration, many hours have been provided by researchers. They are said to sleep more than 8, 9, and 10 hours is considered to be longer sleep. Furthermore, studies have shown that insufficient sleep duration is not only related to high-calorie intake but also causes changes in hunger. It can result in changes in insulin sensitivity. Ghrelin and leptin are affected. Leptin levels decrease and ghrelin levels rise. Therefore, satiety is reduced and hunger is increased [60].

Poor health is associated with food consumption at night times since the physiological response to eating is altered. A study on healthy individuals by disrupting their circadian rhythm reported that there was a significant decrease in ghrelin and leptin hormones. It not only changed their hunger and appetite but it could contribute to adverse health patterns [63]. A study conducted on adolescents reported that they were more likely to sleep >8 hours on weekends. Also, they slept around 8, 6–8, and <6 hours on weekdays. A fewer sleep than 6 hours could be due to excessive technology use or involvement in activities that could divert their attention from having a healthy sleep [64].

Poor sleep quality plays a major role in the breakfast-skipping pattern. The research was conducted to see the association between breakfast skipping and mood due to poor sleep. They concluded that males who skipped breakfast had fewer mood swings as compared to females. Females who did not have breakfast had anxiety issues. Also, males who used to stay awake for a long time had higher score of depression along with breakfast skipping while females faced fatigue. Breakfast skipping and poor sleep affected mood [65]. Therefore, food and food components affect mood [66]. A study in Brazil on undergraduate students concluded that evening chorotypes were breakfast skippers. On the other hand, morning chrono-type students usually had breakfast and lunch earlier than evening chrono-types. They had high intake of food that was calorie dense including carbohydrates and fats. The individuals were at risk of being overweight [67].

Research on adolescents to check delayed sleep-onset and awakening in the morning. They reported that students with delayed sleep-wake phase disorder had their breakfast on the weekdays and weekends a bit late [68]. Data from healthy adults (n=953) was analyzed to see the association between sleep timings, diet consumption, and post-prandial glycemic control. Poor sleep and bedtime eating routine had more effects on post-glycemic responses to breakfast the next morning. An individual’s sleep pattern was negatively linked to post-prandial glycemic control [69]. Furthermore, another study on how breakfast eating and skipping affect the human body was done. They concluded that regular breakfast eating has positive effects on overall health. It supports adequate nutrient intake which helps in preventing obesity and metabolic disorders [70]. A retrospective cohort study suggested that there is no strong relation between breakfast skipping and weight gain [71]. However, another study suggests that there is a relationship between breakfast skipping and weight gain [72,73]. A meta-analysis and systematic review concluded that there is minimal relation between weight gain and breakfast skipping [74].

Sleep and eating duration and academic performance

Chrononutrition influences individuals in every way. If the individuals are students; their academic performance will be the second thing to be affected after their health. Circadian rhythms
are natural body regulators and disturbance in them causes negative effects [75]. Figure 2 shows the relationship between less sleep time and high caloric intake along with it which results in body weight gain. In this way, they affect the academic performances of students. Individuals with healthy routines find it easy to go to colleges and universities. Chronotypes influence meal consumption and the timing of food intake. A systematic review of studies from 2000 to 2019 concluded that poor sleep quality and quantity can negatively affect the academic performance of university students [76]. In a cross-sectional study of Japan, they found that students who had intermediate and evening chronotypes had bad mental health and the quality of academic performance was lower as compared to the ones who had morning chronotypes. Evening chronotype students tend to get tired and skip classes more than morning types [16,77]. Another study examining nursing students revealed that 30.4% of them exhibited poor sleeping habits, which consequently resulted in lower academic performance. This evidence suggests that students who work at night and eat along with it are lacking in their academic performance. The quality of education and ability to understand in universities will be altered therefore taking a toll on mental health if the students would not be able to perform well as they wanted to. Although people with evening chronotype tend to have higher weight, currently, there is no supporting literature that would directly link weight gain to poor academic performance in young adults. Another study supported that physical activity with proper nutrition helps students remain focused on their academics. Not only this, they score better and perform well in their classes and exams [78].

The Mediterranean diet (MD) is currently the best nutritional intervention for nearly every disease. It limits carbs and focuses more on vegetables and fats in the form of monounsaturated fatty acids. Students of universities who are taking MD are more physically fit, perform well in university, and have better mental health. However, these were observed in students who are not away from home. Therefore, they have everything they need within their range. Students with MD had low stress scores [79]. A study on Australian university students proved a smaller association between a healthy diet with improved CGPA. In China, a study was meant to check an association between sleep disturbances and academic performance in adolescents. Sleep disturbances caused them emotional problems which significantly interacted with academic performances negatively. Also, students with high academic performance had high sleep disturbances [80]. The better the diet, the better performance in universities [81]. This can be used as a base to further investigate if academic performances are influenced by a healthy diet and timing of meal consumption.

A study was conducted on adolescents to check the relationship between weight status and academic performance. Students who were overweight and obese had lower academic performance than the ones who had normal weight ranges [82]. Therefore, it is mandatory to keep weight in normal ranges for better academic performance and school experience. Adequate sleep is necessary and is an important factor for better functioning. Academic performances are highly influenced by sleep quality and quantity. A study in Saudi Arabia was done on university students to see the association between sleep quality mental health and academic performance. They concluded about 62.3% of students had poor sleep and were mostly inactive. Surprisingly, poor sleepers had higher academic performance scores. And the quality of sleep was directly associated with anxiety and depression [83]. A study was done to see the difference in the health and academic performance of day scholars and hostelites. The results showed that 36.5% of hostelites had good health conditions and poor academic performance and 63.5% had good health conditions and good academic performance. Among day scholars, 56.4% had good health while 43.5% had poor health. They concluded that the health status of day scholars was better than hostelites. However, hostelites had a better academic performance as compared to day scholars [84].

A study done in Lahore on female hostelite students to assess their nutritional health reported that many students were overweight and slightly lower numbers of obese females. Many females consumed >5 fast foods per week. They had a low intake of vegetables and fruits. Also, they had a sedentary lifestyle. In conclusion, they said that fast food consumption was prevalent in hostelites [85]. Another study in Lahore was done to assess the relationship between dietary habits and psychological outcomes in day scholars and hostelites. They concluded that normal BMI was common in hostelites. Moreover, they had more stress and poor eating habits along with worsened sleep quality. This study highlighted the fact that students who live in hostels are nutritionally weak and psychological discomfort is more which can result in poor academic performance [86]. Another study on college students suggested that students with insufficient sleep face poor

Figure 2. Less sleep time and high-calorie intake and its influence on body weight. Adapted from Sejbuk et al. Nutrients 2022;14:1912, under the terms of Creative Commons License (CC-BY) [85].
academic performance. But they can be treated by providing light-based therapy which means avoiding the use of technology before bedtime [87]. Students who have evening chronotype have shown poor academic performance in both schools and universities. Also, if lifestyle changes are not made at the school level, the prevalence is higher in the students when they reach the university stage [88].

Food consumption outside homes is a very common practice among young adults. Individuals like hostelites are included in this category too. Young adults have hectic routines and disturbed eating patterns along with it. A cross-sectional study in Saudia Arabia was done on clinical phase medical students. Students were diagnosed with nomophobia, morning sleepiness, and breakfast skipping, and having dinner at later hours was common for them. Out of 111 students, 44.1% were skipping dinner and 64.8% had late dinners [89]. Previous studies have observed that men are more obese and at risk of metabolic disorders since they have an unhealthy way of living. They prefer foods high in calories and provide quick energy. Moreover, their hormones put them at risk of diseases like DMT2 and CVD. A study in Tanzania was conducted to see how much food consumption is done outside the home. As a result, the prevalence of food consumed outside the homes was 37% by men and 7% by women. In urban areas, this percentage was 77%–81% as compared with the individuals who were from lower backgrounds. Men reported having 2 out of 3 meals outside the home and most of them were ultra-processed foods including rice and fries [90]. Most of the students of universities live in hostels.

A study in Korea concluded that men with disturbed sleeping patterns and factors that overall disturbed their circadian rhythm had higher abdominal obesity [91]. Therefore, their eating pattern is highly affected. Most of them choose foods that are generally not consumed daily but since they are out of options and with limited financial resources, they look for meals providing energy rather than nutrition. A systematic review of published literature from 2009 to 2020 was gathered to see the relationship between eating outside meals with overweight and in adults (>18 years old). Most of the people consuming meals outside the home were males with high incomes yet unmarried. Not only they were having habitual outside food but also had poor diet quality. Their diets were high in carbohydrates, fats, and sodium. They consumed a lesser number of fruits and vegetables. Sugar beverages were very popular among them [92]. Another published literature in the UK suggested that many adults and children consumed meals outside of their homes. They were consuming outside meals weekly which was negatively affecting their health [93].

**CONCLUSION**

Circadian rhythm influences individuals’ daily routines. Disturbances in sleep and meal patterns will disrupt the body's physiology and hormones. These will further increase the risk of diseases. Therefore, it is beneficial to eat according to the biological clock. Moreover, the TRF approach is being used for achieving optimal health. Irregularities in meal patterns and insufficient sleep will affect body weight and BMI. Hence, the academic performance of students will be influenced. People who consume meals outside their homes are observed to be very irregular in terms of sleep week and meal consumption. Also, snacking behavior is common in people who skip breakfast habitually.

In conclusion, eating with a biological clock can help individuals reverse or recover from a disease and create a positive impact on academic performance.
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